
MILEAGE

Mileage can be easily recorded and tracked within TriNet 
Expense Management. Use a map to enter the from  
and to locations, accurately calculating the distance 
driven. Drag the mileage direction line to the actual  
route driven. Users can also enter in the number of miles 
driven either online or from our mobile app to quickly 
create a mileage expenditure.

CUSTOM EXPENSE CATEGORIES

TriNet Expense Management provides a list of standard 
expense categories. This list can also be completely 
customized to match your needs or you can import 
expense categories (chart of accounts) from accounting 
solutions like Quickbooks® Online, Netsuite®, and Intacct®.

EXPENSE MANAGEMENT

A Better Way to  
Manage Expenses
Eliminate the hassle of collecting, storing, 
submitting and tracking cumbersome paper 
expense reports and timesheets. TriNet Expense 
Management automates the expense report 
process online or from a mobile device.

Expenses Made Easy
Import from a bank, credit card, our collection of CSV 
formats or enter from our free mobile expense app for  
iOS and Android. Additionally, expenses can be entered  
in 160 different foreign currencies and calculated to the 
user’s base currency.

MOBILE EXPENSE APPLICATION

Record cash expenditures, track mileage, snap pictures  
of receipts or edit existing expenses imported from a 
credit card from our mobile app. Add or edit existing 
expenses and attach a digital receipt directly with the 
mobile app. Create, submit and approve expense  
reports on the go.

AUTO-IMPORT EXPENSES FROM CREDIT AND  
BANK CARDS

Choose from nearly 20,000 credit and debit cards, 
securely downloaded every day. Our technology cate-
gorizes and displays the expenses properly for expense 
report. TriNet Expense Management also supports a 
variety of corporate credit cards, including American 
Express and CitiBank.

ELIMINATE PAPER RECEIPTS

With TriNet Expense Management, users can upload 
scanned receipts, email them to their private TriNet 
Expense Management email address or even snap a 
picture when using our mobile app. This eliminates the 
inconvenience of carrying paper receipts or stapling  
them to paper for submitting.
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AUTOMATED APPROVAL PROCESS

Approve employee expense reports online. When a 
report is submitted, the approver will be notified by 
email to log into their TriNet Expense Management 
account. All approvers can view expenses, receipts 
and policy violations, and approve/reject the expense 
report. What’s more, company expense policies  
can be created very quickly. This enables submitters 
and approvers to be notified when an expense  
report contains a policy violation.

REIMBURSE YOUR EMPLOYEES

TriNet Expense Management offers the ability to 
reimburse employees through TriNet Payroll and 
TriNet Direct Pay. Set up your account with TriNet 
Payroll and export expenses for your next pay  
period. Set up TriNet Direct Pay, for an additional 
fee, to reimburse employees through direct deposit. 
Payment is directly submitted to the banking  
account within 4-5 business days.

ANALYTICS YOUR BUSINESS CAN USE

To better understand spend and usage, TriNet 
Expense Management advanced analytics show 
detailed historical spending by date range and 
user across expense categories, merchants, clients, 
projects and tags.

EXPORT AND USE EXPENSE DATA

TriNet Expense Management allows you to export 
expense report data directly into your payroll, 
accounting or general ledger system. Create custom 
CSV files with required fields such as employee/
vendor ID, G/L account, currency, amount and 
department ID for easy export into Oracle and Sage. 
Supported direct integrations include Quickbooks® 
Online, Netsuite®, and Intacct®. Supported payroll 
systems include ADP and TriNet Payroll.


